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TWIST FORMULAS FOR ONE-ROW COLORED A2 WEBS AND sl3 TAILS
OF (2, 2m)-TORUS LINKS
WATARU YUASA
ABSTRACT. The sl3 colored Jones polynomial J
sl3
λ (L) is obtained by coloring the link
components with two-row Young diagram λ. Although it is difficult to compute Jsl3λ (L)
in general, we can calculate it by using Kuperberg’s A2 skein relation. In this paper, we
show some formulas for twisted two strands colored by one-row Young diagram inA2 web
space and compute Jsl3
(n,0)
(T (2, 2m)) for an oriented (2, 2m)-torus link. These explicit
formulas derives the sl3 tail of T (2, 2m). They also gives explicit descriptions of the sl3
false theta series with one-row coloring because the sl2 tail of T (2, 2m) is known as the
false theta series.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will make tools to calculate the quantum invariant of knots and links
obtained from sl3 by using the Kuperberg’s linear skein theory. Especially, we will prove a
full twist formula which is useful to compute explicitly the sl3 colored Jones polynomial.
The quantum invariants of knots are obtained through a functor from the category of framed
oriented tangles to the representation category of a quantum group of a simple Lie algebra.
Thus, one can define an invariant JgV (K) of a knot K for each simple Lie algebra g and its
representation V , that is, there exist infinitely many quantum invariants of knots. However,
it is difficult to compute JgV (K) explicitly. The most simple case is g = sl2 with the 2-
dimensional irreducible representation V = C2. This quantum invariant reconstructs the
Jones polynomial J(K). We know that J(K) can be calculated from a knot diagram of K
by using the Kauffman bracket skein relation, for example [Kau87]. More generally, one
can compute the colored Jones polynomial Jn(K) obtained from the (n+ 1)-dimensional
irreducible representation of sl2 by applying the Kauffman bracket skein relation to a knot
diagram colored by the Jones-Wenzl projector. The Jones-Wenzl projector [Jon83, Wen87]
corresponds to the projector onto the (n + 1)-dimensional irreducible representation in
V ⊗n. In this case, Jn(K) is explicitly calculated for many knots and there are many useful
formulas which decompose a tangle diagram to the linear sum of the web basis by the
skein relation. This method to calculate quantum invariants from knot diagrams is called
the linear skein theory, see for example [Lic97]. The linear skein theory is constructed for
some other g than sl2. In a calculational point of view, one of the most reasonable quantum
invariants next after sl2 is the sl3 colored Jones polynomial Jsl3(m,n)(K) which is obtained
from the irreducible representation with the highest weight (m,n) of sl3. We use the linear
skein theory for sl3 constructed by Kuperberg [Kup94, Kup96], see Definition 2.1 of the
A2 skein relation. However, there are few non-trivial examples of explicit formulas of
Jsl3(m,n)(K). For example, Lawrence [Law03] calculated J
sl3
(m,n)(K) for the trefoil knot,
more generally, In [GMV13, GV17] for the (2, 2m + 1)- and (4, 5)-torus knots by using
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a representation theoretical method. In [Yua17], the author calculated Jsl3(n,0)(K) for the
two-bridge links K with one-row coloring (n, 0) by the Kuperberg’s linear skein theory.
Important formulas used in [Yua17] is the following full twist formulas:
Theorem 1.1 (anti-parallel full twist formula [Yua17]). Let d = min{s, t} and δ = |s− t|.
s
t
s
t
= q
st
3
∞∑
l=0
ql
2−lq−(s+t)l(q)l
(
s
l
)
q
(
t
l
)
q
s
t
s
t
t−l
s−l
l l
= q−
2
3d(d+δ)−d
d∑
k=0
qk(k+δ)+k
(q)d+δ
(q)k+δ
(
d
k
)
q
s
t
s
t
k+t−d
k+s−d
d−k d−k .
From this theorem, the author obtained an m-full twist formula for anti-parallel two
strands.
Theorem 1.2 (anti-parallel m-full twist formula [Yua17]). Let k = (k1, . . . , km) be an
m-tuple of integers, k0 = d = min{s, t}, and δ = |s− t|.
s
t
· · ·
m full twists s
t
= q−
2m
3 k0(k0+δ)−2mk0
∑
k0≥k1≥···≥km≥0
C(k)
s
t
s
t
km+(t−k0)
km+(s−k0)
k0−km k0−km ,
where
C(k) = q
∑m
i=1 ki(ki+δ)+2kiqk0−km
(q)k0+δ
(q)km+δ
(
k0
k′1, k
′
2, . . . , k
′
m, km
)
q
and k′i+1 = ki − ki+1 for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1.
The above formula plays an important role in the study of sl3 tails of knots and links.
The tail of a knot K is a q-series which is a limit of the colored Jones polynomials
{Jn(K; q)}n. Independently, the existence of the tails for alternating knots was shown
in [DL06, DL07] and [GL15], more generally, for adequate links in [Arm13]. In [GL15],
Garoufalidis and Lê showed a more general stability, the existence of the tail is the zero-
stability, for alternating knots. Some explicit descriptions of tails are known for T (2, 2m+
1) in [AD11], for T (2, 2m) in [Haj16], for a pretzel knot P (2k + 1, 2, 2l + 1) in [EH17],
for knots with small crossing numbers in [KO16], [BO17], and [GL15]. Especially, the tail
of T (2, 2m+ 1) is given by the theta series and one of T (2, 2m) is the false theta series.
One can consider a tail for the sl3 colored Jones polynomial. We call it the sl3 tail.
However, there are many problems such that how do we define a limit for {Jsl3(k,l)(K)}k,l
and the existence of the sl3 tail etc. As a case study, the author gave an explicit formula
of the sl3 tail for the (2, 2m)-torus link T(2, 2m) with anti-parallel orientation by using
Theorem 1.2 in [Yua18], see also Theomrem 4.6. This sl3 tail can be considered a special
type of the sl3 false theta series. In fact, Bringmann-Kaszian-Milas [BKM19] commented
that the sl3 tail of T(2, 2m) coincides with the diagonal part of the sl3 false theta series
defined through the study of vertex operator algebras in [BM15, BM17, CM14, CM17].
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the Kuperberg’s linear
skein theory fo A2 and give a diagrammatic definition of the Jones-Wenzl projector for
A2. In section 3, we derive formulas which decompose an m-full twist of two-strands with
one-row coloring into the linear sum of A2 basis webs. We use the generating function
for Young diagrams by involving the decompositions of the A2 web with lattice paths in
proofs of these formulas. As an application, we compute the sl3 colored Jones polynomials
and the sl3 tails of oriented (2,m)-torus links with one-row coloring in sectoin 4.
2. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE A2 CLASP
We use the following notation.
• [n] = q
n
2 −q−n2
q
1
2−q 12
is a quantum integer for n ∈ Z≥0.
• [nk] = [n][k][n−k] for 0 ≤ k ≤ n and [nk] = 0 for k > n.
• (q)n =
∏n
i=1
(
1− qi) is a q-Pochhammer symbol.
• (nk)q = (q)n(q)k(q)n−k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n and (nk)q = 0 for k > n.
• ( nk1,k2,...,km)q = (q)n(q)k1 (q)k2 ···(q)km for positive integers ki’s such that ∑mi=1 ki =
n.
Let us define A2 web spaces based on [Kup96]. We consider a disk D with signed
marked points (P, ) on its boundary where P ⊂ ∂D is a finite set and  : P → {+,−} a
map.
A tangled bipartite uni-trivalent graph on D is an immersion of a directed graph into
D satisfying (1) – (4):
(1) the valency of a vertex of underlying graph is 1 or 3,
(2) all crossing points are transversal double points of two edges with under/over in-
formation,
(3) the set of univalent vertices coincides with P ,
(4) a neighborhood of a vertex is one of the followings:
, , + , − .
Definition 2.1 (A2 web space [Kup96]). Let G(;D) be the set of boundary fixing isotopy
classes of tangled trivalent graphs on D. The A2 web space W (;D) is the quotient of the
C[q 16 , q− 16 ]-vector space on G(;D) by the following A2 skein relation:
• = q 13 − q− 16 ,
• = q− 13 − q 16
• = + ,
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• = [2] ,
• = [3] = .
An element in W (;D) is called web and an element in G(;D) without crossings which
has no internal 0-, 2-, 4-gons a basis web. Any web is described as the sum of basis webs.
The A2 skein relation realize the Reidemeister moves (R1) – (R4), that is, we can show
that webs represent diagrams in the left side and right side is the same web in W (D; ).
(R1) (R2) ,
(R3) , (R4) , .
We review a diagrammatic definition of an A2 clasp introduced in [Kup96, OY97,
Kim07] and its properties. The A2 clasp gives a coloring of strands in a web by pairs
of non-negative integers. It plays an important role as is the case with the Jones-Wenzl
projector.
We construct a projector called the A2 clasp of type (n,m) in a special web space
TLA2(+n−m,+n−m).
Definition 2.2 (the Temperley-Lieb category forA2). LetD = [0, 1]× [0, 1] and n denotes
a set of n points on I = [0, 1] dividing it into n + 1 equal parts. The Temperley-Lieb
category TLA2 is a linear category over C(q 16 ) is defined as follows:
• an object is a word (finite sequence) over {+,−},
• the tensor product of two words is defined by the product (concatenation),
• the space of morphisms TLA2(α, β) is the web space W (α¯unionsqβ;D) where α¯ is the
word consisting of opposite signs of α.
We identify an object α with length n as a map n → {+,−} by using the order on n.
A map α¯ unionsq β means that the domain n ⊂ I of the map α¯ is identified with the top edge
[0, 1]× {0} and β identified with the bottom edge [0, 1]× {1}.
• The composition GF ∈ G(α¯ unionsq γ;D) of F ∈ G(α¯ unionsq β;D) and G ∈ G(β¯ unionsq γ;D)
is given by gluing the top edge of F and the bottom edge of G.
• The “tensor product” F ⊗ G ∈ G(α¯1α¯2, β1β2;D) of F ∈ G(α¯1 unionsq β1;D) and
G ∈ G(α2 unionsq β2;D) by gluing the right edge {1} × [0, 1] of F and the left edge
{0} × [0, 1] of G.
They define the composition and the tensor product on the space of morphisms by lin-
earization. The diagrammatic description of them is in Figure 2.1.
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···
···
G ◦
···
···
F =
···
···
G
F
···
···
F ⊗
···
···
G =
···
···
···
···
F G
FIGURE 2.1. the composition and the tensor product in TLA2
TLA2 is generated by identity morphisms id+ ∈ TLA2(+,+), id− ∈ TLA2(−,−) and
the following morphisms.
t++− = , t
−−
+ = , t
+
−− = , t
−
++ = ,
b−+ = , b+− = , d+− = , d−+ = .
Let us define one colored A2 clasp JW+m−0 before defining JW+m−n . We do not
describe the boundary of D in what follows.
Definition 2.3 (The A2 clasp in TLA2(+m,+m)). The A2 clasp JW+m−0 described by a
white box with m ∈ Z≥0 is defined as follows.
(1)
0
= ∅ (the empty diagram),
1
= = id+ ∈ TLA2(+,+)
(2)
m+1
=
m
− [n][n+1]
m
m
m−1 ∈ TLA2(+n+1,+n+1)
The A2 clasp in JW+0−m ∈ TLA2(−m,−m) is also defined in the same way.
We introduce the A2 clasp JW+m−n in TLA2(+m−n,+m−n) based on [OY97].
Definition 2.4 (The A2 clasp in TLA2(+m−n,+m−n)).
JW+m−n =
m
m
n
n
=
min{m,n}∑
i=0
(−1)i
[
m
i
][
n
i
][
m+n+1
i
] m−i n−ii
i
m n
m n
.
The A2 clasp has the following well-known properties
Proposition 2.5. Let m, n are non-negative integers.
(1) (JW+k−l) (JW+m−n) = (JW+m−n) (JW+k−l) = JW+m−n for 0 ≤ k ≤ m
and 0 ≤ l ≤ n.
(2) F (JW+m−n) = 0 if F ∈ {t+−−, t−++, d+−, d−+}.
(3) (JW+m−n)F = 0 if F ∈ {t++− , t−−+ , b−+, b+−}.
In the above, we omit tensor components of identity morphisms in F and JW+k−l .
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Next, we construct a special web JW βα ∈ TLA2(α, β) which has a similar properties to
the A2 clasp where α and β are obtained by rearranging the order of +m−n.
Let us introduce two basis webs called H-webs:
H−++− = , H
+−
−+ = .
Let α ∈ TLA2 be a object obtained by rearranging the order of +m−n. Then, one can
construct a morphism from +m−n to α by composing H-webs. σ(α) denotes such a web
minimizing the number of H-webs and it is uniquely determined. In the same way, one
can construct the morphism from α to +m−n by pre-composing H-webs and denote it by
τ(α). We remark that σ(α) (resp. τ(α)) does not contain H+−−+ (resp.H
−+
+− ).
Definition 2.6. Let α and β be words obtained by rearranging +m−n. We define the
following webs:
JWα+m−n = σ(α) (JW+m−n) ∈ TLA2(+m−n, α),
JW+
m−n
β = (JW+m−n) τ(β) ∈ TLA2(β,+m−−),
JWαβ = JW
α
+m−nJW
+m−n
β ∈ TLA2(β, α).
Let us describe JWαβ diagrammatically by idβ ◦ (the white box) ◦ idα.
Lemma 2.7. F
(
JWα+m−n
)
= 0 if F ∈ {t+−−, t−++, d+−, d−+} and
(
JW+
m−n
β
)
F = 0
if F ∈ {t++− , t−−+ , b−+, b+−}.
Proof. We only show the first case and denote σ(α) by σ for simplicity We give a proof
by induction on the number h(σ) of H−++− contained in σ. If h(σ) = 0, it is clear
since JWα+m−n = JW+m−n . If h(σ) = 1, then σ = id+m−1 ⊗ H−++− ⊗ id−n−1 and
one can prove easily. When h(σ) = k + 1, we choose α′ ∈ TLA2 such that σ(α) =(
id⊗H−++− ⊗ id
)
σ(α′). Then, σ is one of the following webs:
type I:
······
σ′
, type II:
······
σ′
,
type III:
······
σ′
, type IV:
······
σ′
,
where σ′ = σ(α′). Because of h(σ′) = k, JWα
′
+m−n satisfies the statement in Lemma 2.7
by the induction hypothesis. We only need to calculate a web obtained by multiplication
of F at the part we pictured in the above.
In the case of type I, the possibility of F is d+− or d−+. Then, the vanishing of
F (σJW+m−n) is clear.
In the case of type II, it is similar to type I if F = d+− or d−+. We only have to
consider F = t−++, that is, show
······
σ′
◦ JW+m−n = 0.
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The construction of σ and α′ = · · ·++−+ · · · say that there exists σ′′ such that
······
σ′′
=
······
σ′′
+
······
σ′′
The first term of the RHS has t−++ and the second d−+ on the top of σ
′′. Because of
h(σ′′) = k − 1 and the induction hypothesis, the composition of the RHS with JW+m−n
vanish. One can prove type III and type IV in the same way. 
Lemma 2.8. Letα, β, and γ inTLA2 be obtained by rearranging +m−n. Then, JW γβJW βα =
JW γα.
Proof. It is easy to see by Lemma 2.7 because τ(β) is the reflection of σ(β) at the hori-
zontal line with the oppositely directed edges. 
Let us introduce two types of a web, “stair-step” and “triangle”. These webs also appear
in [Kim06, Kim07, Yua17, FS20].
Definition 2.9. For positive integers n and m, n n
m
m
is defined by
n n
1
1
= {n ··· ······ and
n n
m
m
= n
m−1
m−1
n
n
1
1
for m > 1.
Specifying a direction on an edge around the box determine the all directions of edges in
the box.
Definition 2.10. For positive integer n, nn
n
is defined by 11
1
= and
nn
n
=
1 1
1
n−1
n−1
n−1
for n > 1. We obtain a web by specifying a direction of an
edge around the triangle.
We note a graphical description of properties of A2 clasp and useful formulas.
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Lemma 2.11.
γ
β
α
=
γ
α
,
......
= 0,
......
= 0,
......
m n
=
......
m n
,
......
m n
=
......
m n
,
......
m n
= (−q− 16 )mn
......
m n
,
......
m n
= (−q 16 )mn
......
m n
,
......
m n
= q
mn
3
......
m n
,
......
m n
= q−
mn
3
......
m n
,
n n
n
=
n n
n
Proof. Graphical interpretation of the previous definitions and lemmas. One can prove
formulas related to the braiding and the triangle by easy calculation, see [Yua17]. 
3. TWIST FORMULA
In this section, we show new twist formulas derived from a combinatorial method re-
lated to the generating function of Young diagrams. We firstly explain this method which
is used in the proof of full twist formulas for the Kauffman bracket and Theorem 1.1 in
[Yua17].
Let {σn(k, l) | 0 ≤ k, l ≤ n} be a set of webs satisfying the following conditions:
(1) σn(k, l) is basis web if k + l = n,
(2) σn(k, l) = X(k, l)σn(k + 1, l) + Y (k, l)σn(k, l + 1),
(3) X(k, l)Y (k + 1, l) = qY (k, l)X(k, l + 1),
where X(k, l), Y (k, l) ∈ C(q 16 ).
Proposition 3.1.
σn(0, 0) =
∑
k+l=n
l−1∏
j=0
Y (0, j)
k−1∏
i=0
X(i, l)
(
n
k
)
q
σn(k, l).
Proof. Let us label a lattice point (k, l) in Z × Z with σ(k, l), and a directed edge from
(k, l) to (k + 1, l) with X(k, l), and a directed edge from (k, l) to (k, l + 1) with Y (k, l).
We denote the label of an edge e by w(e). In the expansion of σn(0, 0), it is seen that the
coefficient of σn(k, l), for k + l = n, is∑
γ
(∏
e∈γ
w(e)
)
=
∑
ai∈{X,Y }
a1a2 · · · an,(3.1)
where X (resp. Y ) appears k (resp. l) times in a1a2 · · · an and γ is a path from (0, 0) to
(k, l) which consists of the above directed edges. Although we describe X and Y with-
out its coordinate in the above, it is uniquely determined. For example, a1a2a3a4 · · · =
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XY Y X · · · = X(0, 0)Y (1, 0)Y (1, 1)X(1, 2) · · · . By the condition (3), the RHS of (3.1)
is
Y lXk
∑
q#{i<j|ai=X,aj=Y } = Y lXk
(
n
k
)
q
.

In [Yua17], we used Young diagrams instead of sequences of X and Y . However,
it is intrinsically the same because a lattice path from (0, 0) to (k, l) is interpreted as a
Young diagram. The formula of Theorem 1.1 is obtained from Proposition 3.1 by setting
n = d = min{s, t} and
σn(k, l) =
s
t
s
t
k
ll .
In a similar way, We will prove the following formula.
Theorem 3.2 (parallel full twist formula). Let d = min{s, t} and δ = |s− t|.
t
s
t
s
= q
2
3 st
∞∑
l=0
ql
2− l2 q−(s+t)l(q)l
(
s
l
)
q
(
t
l
)
q
s
t
s
t
t−l
s−l
l
l
l
l
= q−
d(d+δ)
3 − d2
d∑
k=0
qk(k+δ)+
k
2
(q)d+δ
(q)k+δ
(
d
k
)
q
s
t
s
t
k+t−d
k+s−d
d−k
d−k
d−k
d−k .
To prove this formula by Proposition 3.1, we set
σd(k, l) =
k
l
s−k−lt−l
s−l
t−l
s−l
l
l
l
l
t
s
t
s
if d = s,
σd(k, l) =
l
k
t−k−l
t−l
s−l
t−l
s−l
l
l
l
l
t
s
t
s
if d = t.
We remark that it is easy to see that A2 clasps in the middle of σd(k, l) can be removable
from the definition of A2 clasp and Lemma 2.7.
Proposition 3.3.
σd(k, l) = q
2
3 (d+δ−l)σd(k + 1, l) + q−
1
6 q
k+δ
3 q−
2
3 (d+δ−l)(1− qd+δ−l)σd(k, l + 1)
We can confirm thatX(k, l) = q
2
3 (d+δ−l) and Y (k, l) = q−
1
6 q
k
3 q−
2
3 (n−l)(1−qn−l) sat-
isfy (2) of Proposition 3.1. Thus, we can prove Theorem 3.2 by applying Proposition 3.1.
This equation is obtained as a sequel to a calculation of A2 webs. We will prove it in the
case of d = s, but the otherwise is proven in the same way.
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Lemma 3.4. Let n and i are positive integers satisfying i < n.
i
n−i1
n
1
n
= q
2
3
i+1
n−i−11
n
1
n
+ q−
1
2 q−
n
3 q
i
3 (1− q)
1
n
1
nn−1
Proof. We will make a red mark on a place where we use the skein relation and Lemma 2.11.
i
1
n−i−11
n
1
n
= q
2
3
i+1
n−i−11
n
1
n
+ q−
5
6 (1− q)
i
n−i−11
n
1
n
= q
2
3
i+1
n−i−11
n
1
n
+ q−
5
6 (1− q)q 23 (n−i−1)
i
n−i−11
n
1
n
= q
2
3
i+1
n−i−11
n
1
n
+ q−
5
6 (1− q)q− 23 (n−i−1)(−q 16 )2(n−i−1)
i
n−i−11
n
1
n
= q
2
3
i+1
n−i−11
n
1
n
+ q−
5
6 (1− q)q 23 (n−i−1)(−q 16 )2(n−i−1)
1
n
1
nn−1

Lemma 3.5. Let n be a positive integer.
1
n
1
n
= q
2n
3
1
n
1
n
+ q−
1
2 q−
n
3 (1− qn)
1
n
1
nn−1
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Proof. By using Lemma 3.4, we obtain
q
2i
3
i
n−i1
n
1
n
+ q−
1
2 q−
n
3
(
1− qi)
1
n
1
nn−1
= q
2(i+1)
3
i+1
n−i−11
n
1
n
+ q−
1
2 q−
n
3
(
1− qi+1)
1
n
1
nn−1
.
We repeatedly apply the above equation to the RHS of Lemma 3.4 at i = 0. 
Lemma 3.6. Let i and j be positive integers.
i
ji
j
i
j
= q
2j
3
i−1
j
1i
j
i
j
+ q−
1
6 q−
i+j
3 (1− qj)
1
i−1j−1
i−1
j−1
i−1
j
i
j
i
Proof. By Lemma 3.5,
j
1
i−1j
i
j
i
= q
2j
3
i−1
j
1i
j
i
j
+ q−
1
2 q−
j
3
(
1− qj)
i−1j−1
i
j
i
j
= q
2j
3
i−1
j
1i
j
i
j
+ q−
1
2 q−
j
3
(
1− qj) q− 23 (i−1)
i−1j−1
i
j
i
j
.
As we remarked before Proposition 3.3, the definition of A2 clasp and its property says
that
i−1j−1
i
j
i
j
=
i−1j−1
i
j
i
j
1
= (−q 16 )2(i−1)
i−1j−1
i
j
i
j
i−1 i−11
.

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Proof of Propositoin 3.3. Apply Lemma 3.6 to σd(k, l). We have to confirm the web in
the second term is equal to σd(k, l + 1). It is deformed as follows.
1
k
l
=
1
k
l
=
1
k
l
(3.2)
=
1
k
l
=
1
k
l
=
1
k
l
=
1
k
l
.
In the first equation, we remove an A2 clasp by using its definition and property of the
triangle in Lemma 2.11. One can also apply the same deformation on the right side of the
web and obtain the following equation:
1
k
l
=
k
l+1
= σd(k, l + 1).

Theorem 3.7 (parallel m-full twist formula). Let k = (k1, . . . , km) be an m-tuple of
integers, k0 = d = min{s, t}, and δ = |s− t|.
s
t
· · ·
m full twists s
t
= q−
m
3 k0(k0+δ)−mk0
∑
k0≥k1≥···≥km≥0
D(k)
s
t
s
t
t−d+km
s−d+km
d−km
d−km
d−km
d−km ,
where
D(k) = q
∑m
i=1 ki(ki+δ)+kiq
1
2 (k0−km) (q)k0+δ
(q)km+δ
(
d
k′1, k
′
2, . . . , k
′
m, km
)
q
and k′i+1 = ki − ki+1 for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1.
For a positive integer m, we denote a right-handed m half twist by
m = · · ·
m crossings
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Proof. By sliding the right-hand triangle,
s
t
s
t
s
t
k+(t−d)
k+(s−d)
d−k
d−k
d−k
d−k
=
(
(−1)d−kq− 16 (d−k)2− 12 (d−k)q− 13 (d−k)(k+s−d)q− 13 (d−k)(k+t−d)
)2
× d−k
d−k
s
t
s
t
d−k
d−k
k+(s−d)
k+(t−d)
and
d−k
d−k
s
t
s
t
d−k
d−k
k+(s−d)
k+(t−d)
=
d−k
d−k
s
t
s
t
d−k
d−k
k+(s−d)
k+(t−d)
=
(
−q 16
)2(k+s−d)(d−k) d−k
d−k
s
t
s
t
d−k
d−k
k+(t−d)
k+(s−d)
= q
1
3 (d−k)(k+s−d) d−k
d−k
s
t
s
t
d−k
d−k
k+(t−d)
k+(s−d)
.
Let m be positive integers and {ki}i are non-negative integers satisfying ki ≥ ki+1 for
0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. We set mi = (m− i), k0 = d, ti = ki + (t− d), and si = ki + (s− d).
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Then, as the above calculation, we obtain
2mi
si−1
ti−1
si−1
ti−1
si−1
ti−1ti
si
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
= q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)2−mi(ki−1−ki)q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)(ki+s−d)q−
mi−1
3 (ki−1−ki)(ki+t−d)
× q− 23 (ki−1−ki)(ki+t−d)
2mi
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
si−1
ti−1
si−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
= q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)2−mi(ki−1−ki)q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)(ki+s−d)q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)(ki+t−d)
×
2mi
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
si−1
ti−1
si−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki
= q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)2−mi(ki−1−ki)q−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)kiq−
mi
3 (ki−1−ki)(ki+δ)
×
2mi
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki
= q−
mi
3 ki−1(ki−1+δ)−miki−1q
mi
3 ki(ki+δ)+miki
2mi
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki .
Let τ0 be the parallel m full twist in the LHS of Theorem 3.2 and
τi =
2mi
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
si−1
ti−1
si−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki
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for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m− 1. Then, we apply Theorem 3.2, the index of summation is ki+1, to
the left-most full twist in the box 2mi of τi and the above deformation.
τi = q
− 13ki(ki+δ)−
ki
2
ki∑
ki+1=0
qki+1(ki+1+δ)+
ki+1
2
(q)ki+δ
(q)ki+1+δ
(
ki
ki+1
)
q
× q−
mi+1
3 ki(ki+δ)−mi+1kiq
mi+1
3 ki+1(ki+1+δ)+mi+1ki+1
τi+1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki
=
ki∑
ki+1=0
q−
mi
3 ki(ki+δ)+
mi+1
3 ki+1(ki+1+δ)q−
1
2 (ki−ki+1)q−mi+1(ki−ki+1)qki+1(ki+1+δ)
× (q)ki+δ
(q)ki+1+δ
(
ki
ki+1
)
q τi+1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki
=
ki∑
ki+1=0
q−
mi
3 ki(ki+δ)+
mi+1
3 ki+1(ki+1+δ)q−
1
2 (ki−ki+1)q−miki+mi+1ki+1
× qkiqki+1(ki+1+δ) (q)ki+δ
(q)ki+1+δ
(
ki
ki+1
)
q τi+1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki ,
where the shaded box with τi+1 means replacement of the box with τi+1. We remark that
m0 = m, t0 = t, s0 = s, and min{si−1, ti−1} = ki−1. By using a similar way to (3.2),
we can confirm that
τi+1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki
ki−1−ki
ti
si
ki−1−ki =
2mi+1
ki−1−ki+1
ki−1−ki+1
si−1
ti−1
si−1
ti−1
ki−1−ki+1
ki−1−ki+1
ti+1
si+1
ki−1−ki+1
.
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Consequently,
τ0 =
∑
k0≥k1≥···≥km≥0
m−1∏
i=0
q−
mi
3 ki(ki+δ)+
mi+1
3 ki+1(ki+1+δ)q−
1
2 (ki−ki+1)q−miki+mi+1ki+1
× qki+1(ki+1+δ)+ki (q)ki+δ
(q)ki+1+δ
(
ki
ki+1
)
q
s
t
s
t
t−d+km
s−d+km
d−km
d−km
d−km
d−km
=
∑
k0≥k1≥···≥km≥0
q−
m
3 k0(k0+δ)q−
1
2 (k0−km)q−mk0q
∑m−1
i=0 ki+1(ki+1+δ)+ki
× (q)k0+δ
(q)km+δ
(q)k0
(q)k0−k1(q)k1−k2 . . . (q)km−1−km(q)km
s
t
s
t
t−d+km
s−d+km
d−km
d−km
d−km
d−km
= q−
m
3 k0(k0+δ)−mk0
∑
k0≥k1≥···≥km≥0
q
1
2 (k0−km)q
∑m
i=1 ki(ki+δ)+ki
× (q)k0+δ
(q)km+δ
(q)k0
(q)k0−k1(q)k1−k2 · · · (q)km−1−km(q)km
s
t
s
t
t−d+km
s−d+km
d−km
d−km
d−km
d−km

4. APPLICATION TO THE sl3 TAIL
In this section, we discuss the sl3 tail of (2, 2m)-torus link with one-row colorings. A
tail of a link L is a limit of the sl2 colored Jones polynomials {Jsl2n (L)}n. The existence
of the tail is proven for adequate links in [Arm13]. The tail of (2, 2m) torus link is given
by the false theta series and its explicit formula was obtained in [Haj16]. The tail or such
stability of the g colored Jones polynomials of torus knots in a case where g is the rank
2 simple Lie algebra was shown by Garoufalidis and Vuong [GV17]. In the same paper,
They gave explicit formulas of the tail for (2, 2m + 1)- and (4, 5)-torus knots in the case
of g = sl3. The author also gave two explicit formulas of the sl3 tail for the (2, 2m)-torus
link with anti-parallel orientation in [Yua18] and it gave Andrews-Gordon type identities
for a “diagonal summand” of the sl3 theta series, see also Section 9 in [BKM19].
In the following, we give an explicit formula of one-row colored sl3 Jones polynomial
Jsl3(n,0)(T⇒(2, 2m)) for the (2, 2m)-torus link with parallel orientation and its sl3 tail. We
use the following normalization of sl3 colored Jones polynomial for an oriented framed
link. LetD = D1unionsqD2unionsq· · ·unionsqDp be a link diagram of a framed link L with p components
through the blackboard framing. A coloring ωi of Di is given by an irreducible represen-
tations of sl3 with the highest weight (mi, ni) for p = 1, 2, . . . , p. One can identify the
coloring ωi and (mi, ni) ∈ Z≥0×Z≥0. LetD(ω) be theA2 web obtained by replacingDi
with JWωi where the orientation of the strand colored by m coincides with the orientation
of Di for all i = 1, 2, . . . , p. See Figure 4.1.
Definition 4.1. Jsl3ω (L) = D(ω) ∈ C(q
1
6 ).
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Dj
Di
D
ω
ni
mi
nj
mj
D(ω)
FIGURE 4.1. The construction of A2 web from a link diagram D and a
coloring ω.
Remark 4.2. The above normalization of the sl3 colored Jones polynomial of a link is
different from in [Yua18].
Lemma 4.3. Let s and t be positive integers and d = min{s, t}. For any integer 0 ≤ k ≤
d,
ts
d−k
d−k
d−k
d−k = [d− k + 1]
∆(s, 0)∆(t, 0)
∆(d− k, 0)
where ∆ is an oriented circle.
Proof. One can calculate the above web by using the following formulas (see, for example,
[Yua17]).
n
n
n n
= [n+ 1]
n
,
n−k
k
=
∆(n, 0)
∆(n− k, 0)
n−k
=
[n+ 1] [n+ 2]
[n− k + 1] [n− k + 2]
n−k

Theorem 4.4. Let T⇒(2, 2m) =
2m
be the (2, 2m)-torus link with parallel ori-
entation. For any one-row colorings ω1 = (s, 0) and ω2 = (t, 0),
Jsl3ω (T (2, 2m)) = q
−m3 d(d+δ)−md
×
∑
d≥k1≥···≥km≥0
q
∑m
i=1 ki(ki+δ)+kiqd−km
(q)d+δ
(q)km+δ
(q)d
(q)d−k1(q)k1−k2 · · · (q)km−1−km(q)km
× 1− q
2
1− qd−km+1∆(s, 0)∆(t, 0)
where d = min{s, t} and δ = |s− t|.
Proof. One can easily obtain the above formula from Theorem 3.7, Lemma 4.3, and
∆(n, 0) =
[n+ 1] [n+ 2]
[2]
= q−n
(1− qn+1)(1− qn+2)
(1− q)(1− q2) .

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Let us consider a family of formal power series {fn(q) ∈ Z[[q]] | n ∈ Z≥0} and F (q) ∈
Z[[q]]. Then, we define limn→∞ fn(q) = F (q) if fn(q) = F (q) in Z[[q]]/qn+1Z[[q]] for
any n.
We review an explicit formula of the sl3 tail of the (2, 2m)-torus link with anti-parallel
orientation T(2, 2m) =
2m
.
Theorem 4.5 (The sl3 colored Jones polynomial of T(2, 2m) [Yua17]). For any one-row
colorings ω1 = (s, 0) and ω2 = (t, 0),
Jsl3ω (T(2, 2m)) = q
− 2m3 d(d+δ)−2md
×
∑
d≥k1≥···≥km≥0
q
∑m
i=1 ki(ki+δ)+2kiq2d−2km
(q)d+δ
(q)km+δ
(q)d
(q)d−k1(q)k1−k2 · · · (q)km−1−km(q)km
× (1− q)(1− q
2)
(1− qd−km+1)(1− qd−km+2)∆(s, 0)∆(t, 0)
where d = min{s, t} and δ = |s− t|.
Theorem 4.6 (The sl3 tail of T(2, 2m) [Yua18]). Let ωn be a special coloring of T(2, 2m)
such that s = t = n. Then,
lim
n→∞ fn(q) =
1
(1− q)(1− q2)
∑
k1≥k2≥···≥km≥0
q−2kmq
∑m
i=1 k
2
i+2ki
(q)k1−k2(q)k2−k3 · · · (q)km−1−km(q)km
where fn(q) = q
2m
3 n
2+2mnJsl3ωn (T(2, 2m)).
We obtain an explicit formula of the sl3 tail of T⇒(2, 2m) from Theorem 4.4
Theorem 4.7 (The sl3 tail of T⇒(2, 2m)). Let ωn be a special coloring of T⇒(2, 2m) such
that s = t = n. Then,
lim
n→∞ fn(q) =
1
(1− q)2(1− q2)
∑
k1≥k2≥···≥km≥0
q−kmq
∑m
i=1 k
2
i+ki
(q)k1−k2(q)k2−k3 · · · (q)km−1−km(q)km
where fn(q) = q
m
3 n
2+mnqnJsl3ωn (T⇒(2, 2m)).
Proof. It is easy to see that qk
2
1+k1 (q)n
(q)n−k1
= qk
2
1+k1 ∈ Z[[q]]/qn+1Z[[q]] and qk2m (q)n(q)km =
qk
2
m ∈ Z[[q]]/qn+1Z[[q]]. 
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